APPDA’s Space Management Resources

In this issue we focus on campus space management and utilization, and we barely scratch the surface. Space guru Ira Fink returns to these pages to update his landmark work on classroom space and laboratory space, which he introduced to APPA members 15 years ago in Facilities Manager. Other Fink articles published by APPA included “Space Management is Not Space Counting” and the two-part “Throwing Space Standards Out the Window: Using Benchmarking to Predict Space Needs.”

Following is a smattering of resources on space management and related topics through a variety of programs—publications, professional development programs, the Body of Knowledge, and the annual Facilities Performance Indicators report, among others.

FACILITIES MANAGER ARTICLES
- Laura Vassilowitch, Find the Hidden Space on Your High-Density Campus, September/October 2016
- Mark Crawford, Staying Relevant for the Next Generation of Students, January/February 2014
- Sandra Blanchette, Space and Power in the Ivory Tower: Effective Space Management and Decision Making, November/December 2012
- Katie Karp, Limit the Impact: Build Only What You Need, November/December 2012
- Victoria Drummond, Making Room for Planners in FM, July/August 2012

INSTITUTE FOR FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
- Space Planning and Administration core course (both basic and advanced)
- Programming and Planning Facilities Support Space elective course

THOUGHT LEADERS REPORTS
- Leveraging Facilities for Institutional Success (2014)
- The Rising Costs of Higher Education (2013)
- Campus Space...An Asset and a Burden (2012)

APPAINFO DISCUSSION LISTSERV
- Topics and queries provided by more than 1,040 educational facilities professionals

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
- Custodial
- Maintenance

BOK (BODY OF KNOWLEDGE) CHAPTERS
- Building Information Modeling
- Organization
- Recapitalization Management
- Space Planning and Administration

FPI (FACILITIES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS) REPORT
- The FPI includes numerous summary reports related to campus space and various facilities management design and support functions. In addition, FPI users can create their own benchmarking reports with peer institutions based on a number of measures and queries.

If you are interested in working with fellow members on a book or series of articles on campus space management and utilization—including strategies, case studies, design standards, costing, and more—please contact Steve Glazner at steve@appa.org.

COMING IN MAR/APR 2017
- Campus sustainability case studies
- GRITS on campus
- APPA’s Sustainability Awards
EXCEED EXPECTATIONS WITH OUR RECYCLING & WASTE CONTAINERS